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WHAT IS GERD?  
Gastroesophageal reflux disease, or GERD (aka heartburn or reflux), occurs when contents from the stomach 
comes back up into the esophagus. Normally, food travels from the mouth, down through the esophagus and 
into the stomach. A ring of muscle at the bottom of the esophagus, the lower esophageal sphincter (LES), 
contracts to keep the acidic contents of the stomach from refluxing or coming back up into the esophagus. 
Among those who have GERD, the LES does not close properly, allowing acid and damaging enzymes to move 
up the esophagus, even moving up to the vocal cords and back of the throat. 

 
WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF GERD?  
The symptoms of GERD may include persistent heartburn, acid regurgitation, and nausea. Some people have 
GERD without heartburn. Instead, they experience pain in the chest that can be severe enough to mimic the 
pain of a heart attack, hoarseness in the morning, or trouble swallowing. Some people may also feel like they 
have food stuck in their throat or like they are choking, especially if the stomach contents comes all the way 
back up to the larynx (voice box). This is known as laryngopharyngeal reflux. GERD can also cause a dry cough 
and bad breath.		
 

HOW TO PREVENT GERD  
·							Reduce or abstain from alcohol	 
·							Lose weight	 
·							Quit smoking	 
·							Limit problem foods such as:	 

·							Caffeine 
·							Carbonated drinks 
·							Chocolate 
·							Peppermint 
·							Tomato and citrus foods	 
·							Fatty and fried foods	 

·							Eat small meals and slowly 
·							Stay upright at least 2 hours after your meals, do not eat food before lying down 
·							Elevate the head of the bed 
·							Medications (PPIs i.e. pantoprazole, H2 Blockers i.e. zantac, Sucralfate) 

 

WHAT ARE THE COMPLICATIONS OF GERD?  
GERD can lead to other medical problems such as ulcers and strictures of the esophagus (esophagitis), 
cough, asthma, throat and laryngeal inflammation, inflammation and infection of the lungs, and collection of 
fluid in the sinuses and middle ear. GERD can also cause a change in the esophageal lining called Barrett's 
esophagus, which is a serious complication that can lead to cancer.	 
 
 

 


